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The Breast Cancer Hoax Revealed
This Article is copied directly from Natural News - All direct links to this article are posted within.
By Jonathan Landsman
(NaturalNews) It's alarming how a growing number of young women are getting diagnosed with breast cancer - every year throughout the world! But, there's more to this story than meets the eye - no thanks to the "controlled reality" of conventional media
outlets.
Click Here to learn more about the breast cancer hoax by watching our short video or
Copy and paste the link below to watch "The Breast Cancer Hoax revealed" on tv.NaturalNews:
http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=2C5BBDED498EA360F2A5C0FF727EB38A
Did you know there is a tremendous amount of little known (suppressed) scientific research proving that woman can significantly
reduce their risk of breast cancer and many other chronic diseases through natural therapies? In fact, there are literally thousands of
medically documented and scientifically proven (natural) ways to cut your risk for disease.
Eating the right foods; participating in immune-enhancing activities; sleeping better and using herbs, supplements, meditation,
detoxification techniques can produce powerful results. It's easier than you think!
The NaturalNews Talk Hour presents "Natural Solutions for Breast Cancer" with our special guest Christine Horner, M.D.,
nationally known surgeon, author, and professional speaker.
"Thank you all for these programs. Bless your heart! - Love and Peace, Marisa"
Former American Cancer Society doctor admits to being brainwashed
For over 10 years, Dr. Christine Horner worked with the American Cancer Society. In fact, she was taught to tell patients "we don't
know what causes breast cancer, we don't have any known cure for it, so the best thing women can do is get mammograms and
breast exams in an effort to catch it early and save lives". Does this previous statement trouble you - as much as it troubles me?
Since 1972, there's been a war on drugs with over $200 billion collected and the best thing conventional western medicine can say is
"we don't know what causes breast cancer". I say it's time to fire every cancer researcher (sponsored by big pharma) and recruit more
capable healthcare professionals. Stop wasting our money!
Sadly, Dr. Horner lost her mother to breast cancer while following conventional medical wisdom including mammograms. Needless
to say, her world was rocked and became highly-motivated to find a better way of treating disease.
The NaturalNews Talk Hour begins this Thursday evening at 6pm Pacific / 9pm Eastern, and registration is FREE. Click this link http://www.naturalhealth365.com and enter your email for FREE show details + a FREE gift!
What is wrong with the American diet and lifestyle
Epidemiological studies show that breast cancer rates are much higher in American women versus Asian women. Even when Asian
women move to the United States - their risk goes up. In fact, according to scientific research, women that consume the most red
meat create a 400 percent greater risk for getting breast cancer!
We need to dramatically improve the quality of our food choices and promote healthy living before it's too late!
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This week's guest: Christine Horner, M.D., nationally known surgeon, author, and professional speaker.
Natural Solutions for Breast Cancer - Thu. Feb. 16
Christine Horner, M.D. is a board certified and nationally recognized surgeon, author, professional speaker and a relentless
champion for women's health. She spearheaded legislation in the 1990s that made it mandatory that insurance companies pay for
breast reconstruction following mastectomy.
She is the author of Waking the Warrior Goddess: Dr Christine Horner's Program to Protect Against and Fight Breast Cancer winner
of the Independent Book Publishers Award 2006 for "Best Book in Health, Medicine, and Nutrition". Her book describes all the
research-proven natural approaches - foods, herbs, spices, supplements, and activities - that dramatically lower the risk of breast
cancer and help women who have this disease improve their chances of living a long healthy life.
The breast cancer hoax exposed!] Join us - as we make history. It's time to get the word out about the effectiveness of natural
remedies for cancer and other chronic diseases. Share this news with your family and friends and help us improve the lives of
millions of people.
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